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In his too-short life, Aaron Swartz reshaped the Internet, questioned our assumptions about
intellectual property, and touched all of us in ways that we may not even realize. His tragic
suicide in 2013 at the age of twenty-six after being aggressively prosecuted for copyright
infringement shocked the nation and the world.Here for the first time in print is revealed the
quintessential Aaron Swartz: besides being a technical genius and a passionate activist, he was
also an insightful, compelling, and cutting essayist. With a technical understanding of the
Internet and of intellectual property law surpassing that of many seasoned professionals, he
wrote thoughtfully and humorously about intellectual property, copyright, and the architecture of
the Internet. He wrote as well about unexpected topics such as pop culture, politics both
electoral and idealistic, dieting, and lifehacking. Including three in-depth and previously
unpublished essays about education, governance, and cities,The Boy Who Could Change the
World contains the life's work of one of the most original minds of our time.

Praise for The Boy Who Could Change the World:"The book's curated tour of Swartz's legacy
reads less like a posthumous time capsule and more like the record of one mind thinking,
beautifully, against itself."―The Nation“[A] remarkably substantial collection of writings given the
terrible brevity of Swartz's intellectualy daring life, from his geeky ardor for code to his
collaborative, web-driven dreams of saving the world.”―Booklist (starred review)[“A]n elegiac
project about a young man who had a good heart, unlimited potential, and wanted to help
people.”―The New Republic"For me, reading this book was a revelatory experience."―Chelsea
Manning“Reading some of these essays is like peeking at the secret history of the modern
Internet and having the curtain pulled back in the political arena.”―Publishers Weekly“An
important record of forward-looking thought cut short.”―KirkusPraise for Aaron Swartz:"What a
bittersweet exhilaration you feel re-reading Swartz's impossibly brilliant, capacious writings all in
one place. This volume makes clear what those of us who knew Aaron already grasped: when
we lost Aaron, we lost one of the most exciting minds of our time."―Chris Hayes"He was brilliant
and funny. A kid genius…Aaron was not just, or even primarily, a computer geek. His defining
feature was a constant struggle for what he believed was right."―Lawrence Lessig"Aaron had an
unbeatable combination of political insight, technical skill, and intelligence about people and
issues. I think he could have revolutionized American (and worldwide) politics. His legacy may
still yet do so."―Cory Doctorow"I always found it genuinely inspiring to watch Swartz exude [his]
courage and commitment at such a young age."―Glenn Greenwald"We've lost a fighter. We've
lost somebody who put huge energy into righting wrongs."―Sir Tim Berners-Lee, Inventor of the
World Wide Web
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Stephen McElwaine, “Thanks for the quick deliver.. Study of forensic psychology.”

Gisela Hausmann, “Was Swartz today's Galileo Galilei.... To say, "The Boy Who Could Change
the World" is a fascinating book is an understatement. Aaron Swartz reminds me of my brother
Michael. Around 1985 I had a discussion with Michael about the Berlin Wall. Michael said, "you'll
see, it'll come down." To which I replied, "Never! You forget, I visited Berlin in 1980, I crossed
Checkpoint Charlie. I got poked into my ribs with a Kalashnikov, when I did not move fast enough
by East German guards. That Wall won't come down."As it turned out, Michael was right and I
was wrong, even though I had been there and seen it.Aaron Swartz's thoughts come from the
same idealistic angle. They are challenging our thoughts as we see the world, and what we
believe is possible.Sadly, both, Aaron Swartz and my brother are dead. Michael died of MS in
2003. Why do the forward thinkers have to die young and the old establishment stays in place?
Swartz' thoughts are provocative (like my brother's), they force us to think about what is and
might be possible.When I began reading, right away - I cringed. Aaron Swartz writes,"...
Downloading may be illegal. But 60 million used Napster and only million voted for Bush or Gore.
We live in a democracy. If the people want to share files then the law should be changed to let
them...."Ouch! I write books. What about if "the people" want to download my books for free?
Aaron Swartz has an answer for that,"... And there is a fair way to change it. A Harvard professor
found that $60/yr for broadband users would make up for all lost revenue. The government would
give it to the affected artists and, in return, make downloading legal, sparking easier-to-use
systems and more shared music. The artists get more money and you get more music. What's
unethical about that?"Swartz also addresses the book issue too and copyright issues.The
interesting thing is that while on one hand I oppose Swartz's thoughts (in which he agrees with
Jefferson) "by their very nature, ideas cannot be property.... The government has no duty to
make laws about them..."I do agree with his third point, "... The laws we make aren't all that
successful..."For me it comes down to that yes, we have the laws, and yes, in theory we are
protected.... then again(quoting from one of Swartz favorite sites/concepts wikipedia) "...
Microsoft Corp v Commission (2007) T-201/04 is a case brought by the European Commission
of the European Union (EU) against Microsoft for abuse of its dominant position in the market
(according to competition law). It started as a complaint from Sun Microsystems over Microsoft's
licensing practices in 1993...... In 1993, Novell claimed that Microsoft was blocking its
competitors out of the market through anti-competitive practices..."Which basically means, that,
copyright laws existing - yes or no - huge corporations strong muscle others, especially the
software industry offers stories no end in sight about little companies that got bought out
cheaply, strong muscled or tricked.Probably one of the most interesting chapters in this book is
"How We Stopped SOPA." Considering the way politics is going the effects of this amazing effort
may be more important than ever."The Boy Who Could Change the World" is highly



recommended. Like me you won't agree with everything you read but it'll make you think and
wonder what is important or not.Knowing how Aaran Swartz' life came to a tragic end, I could not
help but being reminded of Galileo Galilei's life. Was Swartz today's Galileo Galilei... crushing
our concept of how this world functions... or should function?Gisela Hausmann, author and
blogger”

Yimji Wills, “Aaron Swartz. I cannot read without weeping about the loss of this articulate young
man, one of our best young thinkers, devoted to improving the lives of others.It's no wonder that
many choose to remain anonymous.”

your mom, “It’s readable. The cover was ripped but it’s still readable”

carpenter, “A genius explains himself. Reading the essays that Swartz wrote gave me a new
appreciation for his views on internet freedom of information. I look forward to continue this
journey of learning.”

JM, “Makes me angry, in a good way. Worth it for the "How Congress Works" essay alone, but
just about every essay in here is as relevant today as it was when written.”

Brian L., “Five Stars. Awesome book...a tragic story about a true internet icon.”

Vashik Armenikus, “Thank you Aaron.. The review written above focuses on a single idea written
by Aaron. It is useful but a very simple approach to this book. This book should be taken as a
memory of Aaron and show readers the thoughts of a very young boy, who tried to make our
world more just. You can access all these essays on his blog, but I recommend you to purchase
this book, because it collects 'the best of the best'. I read this book for inspiration. Thank you
Aaron.”

Spoorthi S, “Great words by a great mind. This book is clearly one of the best books I have ever
read. Aaron Swartz is a great thinker. Each article was interesting and he doesn't just make
statements, he backs those with citations. The section on Unschooling and Free Culture really
opens up the mind on issues which were not even known to exist. Its really sad that he died so
young. His love for knowledge just radiates in each of his essays.”

David Hernandez Gutierrez, “Amazing book!. Very fast the transport and excelent product ,this
book its amazing! and Aaron Swartz its a hero  and a chingon!”

Chuvinha, “Un combat visionnaire toujours d'actualité. Un jeune homme dont le combat inégal
reste d'une pertinence cruciale pour l'accès au savoir de tous. A découvrir absolument.”



kautuk patel, “Wow. Wow”

The book by Robert Mason has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 60 people have provided feedback.
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